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Sonic Celestial Rope – 
Iridescent Dodecagon Straight Weave
2021
Stainless steel bells, PVD-coated stainless steel bells, 
stainless steel chains, split rings
Edelstahlglocken, PVD-beschichtete Edelstahlglocken, 
Edelstahlketten, Spaltringe 
400 × 11 × 11 cm
Edition: 3 (+ I A.P.) 

Installation Haegue Yang: Double Soul
Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen, 2022



Sonic Celestial Rope – 
Iridescent Dodecagon Straight Weave
2021
Pictured at centre / mittig abgebildet



Sonic Guard over Ceremonial Formation – Blue
2022
PVD-coated stainless steel bells, split rings, and optional vessels for Korean 
ancestral rites, artificial apples, pears, dried persimmons and jujubes, 
candles, incense burner, sand
PVD-beschichtete Edelstahlglöckchen, Spaltringe und optional Geschirr 
für koreanische Ahnenrituale, künstliche Äpfel, Birnen, getrocknete Khaki 
und Chinesische Datteln, Kerzen, Räuchergefäße, Sand
24 × 190 × 185 cm (dimensions variable / Maße variabel)



Sonic Guard over Domestic Formation – Crimson
2022
Powder-coated stainless steel bells, split rings, and optional bowls, cookware, 
food storage containers, kettles, teapot
Pulverbeschichtete Edelstahlglöckchen, Spaltringe und optional Schüsseln, 
Kochgeschirr, Lebensmittelbehälter,Teekessel,Teekanne
25 × 198 × 184 cm (dimensions variable / Maße variabel)



Sonic Rotating Whatever Running on Hemisphere #20
2022
Powder-coated stainless steel frame, powder-coated mesh, 
ball bearing, powder-coated stainless steel bells, split rings, faucets
Pulverbeschichtetes Edelstahlgestell, pulverbeschichtetes Drahtgeflecht, 
Kugellager, pulverbeschichtete Edelstahlglöckchen, Spaltringe, Wasserhähne
83 x 75 x 46 cm

Video: https://vimeo.com/764505572

https://vimeo.com/776965068


Sonic Intermediates – Three Differential Equations
2020
Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Li
Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Hepworth
Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Gabo



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Li
2020
Powder-coated steel frame, powder-coated mesh, powder-coated handles, 
casters, red brass plated bells, metal rings, plastic twine, broom
Pulverbeschichtetes Stahlgestell, pulverbeschichtetes Metallgitter, pulverbeschichtete 
Griffe, Lenkrollen, rote vermessingte Glöckchen, Metallringe, Kunststoffzwirn, Besen
215 × 172 × 172 cm

Video: https://vimeo.com/427370466



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Li
2020
Details



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Hepworth
2020
Powder-coated steel frame, powder-coated mesh, powder-coated handles, 
casters, copper plated bells, metal rings, plastic twine
Pulverbeschichtetes Stahlgestell, pulverbeschichtetes Metallgitter, pulverbeschichtete 
Griffe, Lenkrollen, verkupferte Glöckchen, Metallringe, Kunststoffzwirn
216 × 125 × 125 cm 

Video: https://vimeo.com/429945679



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Hepworth
2020
Details



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Gabo
2020
Powder-coated steel frame, powder-coated mesh, powder-coated handles, 
casters, turbine vent, nickel plated bells, metal rings, plastic twine, zip ties
Pulverbeschichtetes Stahlgestell, pulverbeschichtetes Metallgitter, pulverbeschichtete 
Griffe, Lenkrollen, Schornsteinventilatoren, vernickelte Glöckchen, Metallringe, 
Kunststoffzwirn, Kabelbinder
220 × 145 × 145 cm

Video: https://vimeo.com/427370872



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Gabo
2020
Details



Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Gabo
Sonic Intermediate – Parameters and Unknowns After Hepworth
2020

Installation Haegue Yang: Strange Attractors, Tate St Ives, 2020 – 2021



Installation Eurasia - A Landscape of Mutability, M HKA, Antwerp, 2021 – 2022Sonic Intermediates – Three Differential Equations
2020



Sonic Intermediates – Three Differential Equations
2020

The three-part sculptural ensemble Sonic Intermediates – Three Differential 
Equations (2020) premiered in Yang’s solo show Strange Attractors at Tate St 
Ives (2020–21) and was shown in 2021 at M HKA, Antwerp. This body of work 
combines and incorporates elements from Yang’s ongoing work series – bells 
from Sonic Sculptures (since 2013) and synthetic straw and twine prevalent in The 
Intermediates (since 2015)—alongside other recurrent materials such as artificial 
plants, powder-coated steel mesh, frames, and casters.

Sonic Intermediates – Three Differential Equations is a sculptural ensemble 
in three parts, each with individual titles: Parameters and Unknowns after Li, 
Hepworth and Gabo. Together, they refer to three pioneering figures in twentieth-
century art: Li Yuan Chia (1929–1994), a Taiwanese artist born in mainland China, 
who lived and worked in Cumbria, north-east England, where he founded the 
LYC Museum & Art Gallery, a space for art and encounters; Barbara Hepworth 
(1903–1975), known for her abstract sculptures, who worked in St Ives from 1939 
onwards; and Naum Gabo (1890–1977) a sculptor, theorist, and key figure in 
Russia’s post-Revolution avant-garde, who lived in St Ives between 1939 and 1946.

Parameters and Unknowns after Li is an almost sphere-shaped sculpture with 
four long, steel bars protruding as handles. Sticking out like arms, one bar even 
grasps a broom. On its body, black plastic twine sporadically pokes out from 
beneath a mesh of red, brass-plated bells. The work is inspired by many of Li’s 
hand-colored photographs; a self-portrait, Untitled 1993, shows Li sitting under 
a blanket, holding a broom in his right hand. At a site visit in 2018, Yang, already 
familiar with Li’s practice, decided to take a closer look at his work, his concepts 
of participation, and use of fine art and craft practices.

Parameters and Unknowns after Hepworth reflects Hepworth’s interest in 
natural forms and her use of the hole—the void in sculptures such as Pelagos 
(1946), Oval Sculpture No. 2 (1943) and Spring (1966). In Yang’s work, black 
artificial straw sprouts from the curved, copper-plated, bell-covered forms.

Parameters and Unknowns after Gabo radiates out from a central, vertical 
core. The external planes of the lower section are covered in nickel-plated 
bells, with black plastic twine on the inside, an order which is reversed in 
the upper part. Both parts can be moved counter-clockwise and clockwise, 
individually, but at the same time. A turbine vent on the top of the sculpture 
can be manually rotated. 

In the catalog for Yang’s show Strange Attractors, Tate St Ives’ director, Anne 
Barlow, explains Yang’s precise and purposeful word choice in relation 
to her work.  She describes that the overarching title of the group Sonic 
Intermediates – Three Differential Equations harks back to the meteorologist 
and mathematician Edward Lorenz (1917–2008). Lorenz used a number of 
differential equations to emulate the non-repeating—or “non-periodic”—
behavior of natural weather systems, in particular rolling fluid convection (a 
temperature difference in the atmosphere). What he found was that even the 
smallest of changes in the initial conditions resulted in highly divergent paths or 
trajectories, a discovery that was to be highly significant in the study of chaos 
theory. When plotted graphically this “strange attractor,” or Lorenz attractor, 
possessed a fractrual structure whose movements traced out a shape that 
resembled a butterfly. The term “butterfly effect” stands for the theory that a 
seemingly insignificant event has an unexpected and often dramatic outcome 
in the future.

In the St Ives show, Yang uses the term “attractor” as a metaphor for real or 
imagined relationships between people and events; in the sculptural group 
Sonic Intermediates – Three Differential Equations, the contemporaneity 
of Li, Hepworth and Gabo is a starting point. The group is conceived as a 
personal and speculative reading of these leading modern artists. The trio of 
anthropomorphic forms can be reconfigured, suggesting the possibility of new 
relationships that exist outside the conventions of time, era and location.



Wall and floor element / Wand- und Bodenelement:
Self-adhesive holographic, black, and transparent vinyl film and powder-coated steel handles / 
selbstklebende holografische, schwarze und transparente Vinylfolie und pulverbeschichtete Stahlgriffe

Sound element: Digital sound file, 29:55 min., looped
This broadcast recording made at the Inter-Korean Summit in the Korean Demilitarized Zone on April 27, 2018, 
is included by permission of the Presidential Office of the Republic of Korea. / Die Nutzung dieser Aufnahme, 
die beim Gipfeltreffen der Staatsoberhäupter aus Süd- und Nordkorea am 27. April 2018 in der DMZ 
(demilitarisierte Zone zwischen Süd- und Nord-Korea) gemacht wurde, ist genehmigt durch das Präsidialbüro 
der Republik Korea

Article: HaegueYang and Stuart Comer The Mystic Landscapes of HaegueYang,
MoMA Magazine, October 25, 2019

Handles
2019
Ensemble consisting of / Ensemble mit: 
6 sculptures / 6 Skulpturen

Sonic Coupe Nickel – Enclosed Unity
Sonic Coupe Copper – Enclosed Unity 
Sonic Gate – Law of Nine
Sonic Handles – For Head and Heart
Sonic Handles – Law of Three Bodies
Sonic Handles – The Fourth Force

https://barbarawien.de/dl/hy_2019-10-25_moma-magazine_hageueyang-stuartcomer.pdf
https://barbarawien.de/dl/hy_2019-10-25_moma-magazine_hageueyang-stuartcomer.pdf


Handles
2019

Installation Haegue Yang: Handles, MoMA, New York, 2019 – 2021



Handles
2019

Installation Haegue Yang: Handles, MoMA, New York, 2019 – 2021



Handles
2019

Installation Haegue Yang: Handles, MoMA, New York, 2019 – 2021



Handles
2019

Installation Moved by Schlemmer.100 Years of Triadic Ballet, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, 2022



Handles
2019

Installation Moved by Schlemmer.100 Years of Triadic Ballet, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, 2022


